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Product Overview
Cisco MediaSense is a SIP-based network level service whose function is to provide voice and video media recording capabilities for other
network devices. Fully integrated into Cisco's Unified Communications architecture, MCP automatically captures and stores every Voice over
IP (VOIP) conversation which traverses appropriately configured Cisco IP phones. In addition, an IP phone user may call the MCP system
directly in order to leave a recording consisting of only media generated by that user. Such recordings may include video as well as audio,
offering a simple and easy method for recording video blogs and podcasts.
Recordings may be accessed in several ways. While a recording is still in progress, it can be streamed live ("monitored") through a computer
which is equipped with a media player such as VLC, QuickTime or RealPlayer. Once completed, recordings may be played back in the same
way, or downloaded in raw form via HTTP. They may also be converted into .mp4 and downloaded in that format. All access to recordings,
either in progress or completed, is through web-friendly URIs.
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Media recordings occupy a fair amount of disk space, so space management is a significant concern. Cisco MediaSense offers two modes of
operation with respect to space management: Retention Priority and Recording Priority. Selected at installation time, these modes are
designed to address two opposing and incompatible use cases: one in which all recording sessions must be retained until explicitly deleted,
even if it means new recording sessions cannot be captured; and one in which older recording sessions can be deleted if necessary to make
room for new ones. A sophisticated set of events and APIs is provided in order to enable client software to automatically control and manage
disk space.
Cisco MediaSense also maintains a metadata database, in which information about all recordings is maintained. A comprehensive Web 2.0
API is provided which allows client equipment to query and search the metadata in various ways, to control recordings that are in progress, to
stream or download recordings, and to bulk-delete recordings which meet certain criteria, as well as to apply custom tags to individual
recording sessions. A Symmetric Web Services (SWS) eventing capability is also provided, which allows server-based clients to be notified
when recordings start and stop, and when disk space usage exceeds thresholds, and when meta-information about particular recording
sessions is updated. Clients may use these events to keep track of system activities and to trigger their own actions.
Taken together, these Cisco MediaSense capabilities target three basic use cases: 1) recording of conversations for regulatory compliance
purposes ("compliance recording"); 2) capturing media for transcription and speech analytics purposes; and 3) capturing of individual
recordings for podcasting and blogging purposes ("video blogging"). Compliance recording may be required in any enterprise, but is of
particular value in contact centers where all conversations conducted on designated agent phones must be captured and retained, and where
supervisors need an easy way to find, monitor and play conversations for auditing, training, or dispute resolution purposes. Speech analytics
engines are also particularly well served by the fact that Cisco MediaSense maintains the two sides of a conversation as separate tracks and
provides access to each track individually, greatly simplifying the analytics engine's need to identify who is saying what.

Characteristics and Features
This section provides design-level details on compliance recording, direct inbound/outbound recording, and monitoring using Cisco
MediaSense.

Compliance Recording
In compliance recording, all calls which are received by or initiated by designated phones are recorded. Cisco MediaSense does not itself
control which calls are recorded. Individual lines on individual phones are enabled for recording by configuring them with an appropriate
Recording Profile in Unified Communications Manager. Compliance recording is distinguished from selective recording, in which the recording
server would have the ability to determine which calls it will record, or even to select a new or existing call and initiate recording on it. Cisco
MediaSense does not currently support selective recording.
Recording is accomplished by "media forking" – the phone in effect sends a copy of the incoming and outgoing media streams to the Cisco
MediaSense recording server. When a call originates or terminates at a recording-enabled phone, UCM sends a pair of SIP Invites to both the
phone and the recording server. The recording server then establishes a pair of RTP stream connections between the phone and itself.
This procedure has several implications:
Each recording session consists of two media streams: one for media which arrives at the phone, and one for media which emanates
from the phone. These two streams are captured separately on the recorder, though both streams (or "tracks") are guaranteed to end
up on the same Cisco MediaSense recording server. (Further implications of this dual track architecture are discussed below.)
Most, but not all Cisco IP phones support media forking (a list is provided below). Those which do not support media forking cannot
be used for recording.
Though the phones can fork copies of media, they cannot transcode. This means that whatever codec is negotiated by the phone
during its initial call setup will be the codec used in recording. Cisco MediaSense supports a limited set of codecs; if the phone
negotiates a codec which is not supported by Cisco MediaSense, the call will not be recorded.
The recording streams are set up only after the phone's primary conversation is fully established, and could take some time to
complete. There is therefore a possibility of clipping the beginning of each call. Clipping is typically limited to less than 2 seconds
however, but it can be affected by overall Unified CM and Cisco MediaSense load. Cisco MediaSense carefully monitors this latency
and raises alarms if it exceeds certain thresholds.
As mentioned above, Cisco MediaSense does not itself initiate compliance recording; it only receives SIP Invites from Unified CM and is not
involved in deciding which calls should or should not be recorded. Unified CM on the other hand, decides on behalf of each individual phone
line whether it should be recorded, without considering the other endpoints in the call. This gives rise to the possibility that some calls may be
recorded twice, with neither Unified CM nor Cisco MediaSense being aware of that fact while it is happening. Such would be the case if, for
example, all contact center agent phones are configured for recording, and one agent calls another agent. That said, Cisco MediaSense
stores enough metadata that a client can invoke a query to locate duplicate calls, and selectively delete one copy if so desired.
Also, note that only audio streams can be forked by Cisco IP phones at this time. Compliance recording of video media is not supported.

Transfers and Conferences
Cisco MediaSense recordings are made up of one or more sessions. As described above, each phone-based media forking sessions contains
two media streams, one for the incoming stream and one for the outgoing stream. A simple scenario consisting of a straightforward 2-party
conversation is represented entirely by a single session. A multi-party conference is no different: the forking phone still receives only one
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incoming stream (representing the other parties on the conference bridge) and sends one outgoing stream. There is an indication in the
metadata that one of the streams represents a conference bridge, but Cisco MediaSense does not have a record of the full list of conference
participants.
Transfers can cause a conversation to be split into multiple sessions. If the far end (the phone which is not forking media) transfers to a
different endpoint, then the same session continues, and the conversation still consists of only one session. However if the near end device
(the forking phone) transfers, a new session starts. The metadata contains all the information necessary to identify based on API queries
which sessions were part of the same conversation.

Direct Inbound Recording
In addition to Compliance Recording, controlled by a Unified CM Recording Profile, recordings can be initiated by directly dialing a number
which is associated with Cisco MediaSense. Such recordings are not carried out through media forking, and are therefore not limited to Cisco
IP phones or any IP phones, and not limited to audio media. This is in fact how the Video Blogging use case is accomplished.

Direct Outbound Recording
Using the Cisco MediaSense API it is possible for a client to request Cisco MediaSense to call a phone number. When the recipient answers,
his call will be recorded just as if he had dialed the recording server as in direct Inbound Recording. The client can be any device capable of
issuing an HTTP request to Cisco MediaSense; for example a button on a web page could cause Cisco MediaSense to call the user's phone,
at which point the user would begin recording his message.

Monitoring
While a recording is in progress, Cisco MediaSense allows it to be monitored through a publicly available streaming media player. In order to
monitor a call from a streaming media player, a client must specify an RTSP URI. It can obtain that URI either by querying the metadata for it,
or by capturing recording events. Cisco MediaSense offers an HTTP query API which allows suitably authenticated clients to search for
recorded sessions based on many criteria, including whether the recording is active. Alternatively, a client may subscribe for recording events,
in which case Cisco MediaSense will send it SWS events whenever a recording is started (among other conditions). In both cases, the body
passed to the client includes a great deal of metadata about the recording, including the RTSP URI to be used for streaming.
The streaming media players that Cisco has tested with are VLC, QuickTime and RealPlayer. Each of these has tradeoffs however, which
should be taken into account when selecting which one to use. Recall that recording sessions are usually made up of two audio tracks. Cisco
MediaSense receives and stores them that way and does not currently support real time mixing. VLC is capable of playing only one track at a
time. The user can alternate between tracks, but cannot hear both simultaneously. On the other hand, VLC is open source, and is easy to
embed into a browser page. QuickTime and RealPlayer can play the two streams as stereo – one stream in each ear – but their buffering
algorithms for slow connections sometimes result in misleading periods of silence for the listener. People are more or less used to such delays
when playing recorded media, but monitoring is expected to be real time, and significant buffering delays are inappropriate for that purpose.
Also, none of these players can render g.729 audio. A custom application must be created in order to monitor or play streams in that form.
And finally, keep in mind that only calls which are being recorded are available to be monitored. Customers who require live monitoring of
unrecorded calls, or who cannot live with these other restrictions, may wish to consider Unified CM's Silent Monitoring capability instead, as
driven through a contact center or other CTI application.

Playback
Once a recording session has completed, it can be played back on a streaming media player (see discussion above). The process is similar to
that for Monitoring: an RTSP URI must first be obtained either through a query or an event.
Alternatively, once a recording session is completed, the recorded session can be exported into .mp4 format and played together, as
described below.

Conversion and Download
Completed recording sessions can be converted on demand to .mp4 format via an HTTP request. Files in this format can actually carry two
audio tracks not as a mixed stream, but as stereo. Alternatively, .mp4 files can also carry one audio and one video track. Once converted,
.mp4 files remain in Cisco MediaSense's storage along with their raw counterparts, and are accessible via their own URIs. As with streaming,
browser or server-based clients may obtain these URIs by either querying the metadata or monitoring recording events. The URI may then be
invoked by the client for playing and/or for downloading. .Mp4 conversion therefore offers a convenient and standards-compliant way to
package and export recorded sessions, either for a more natural listening experience, or for long term archiving purposes.
Large scale conversion to .mp4 would take a fair amount of processing power on the recording server however, and may impact performance
and scalability. To meet the archiving needs of some organizations, as well as to serve the purposes of those speech analytics vendors who
would rather download recordings than stream them in real time, Cisco MediaSense also offers a "low overhead" download capability. This
allows clients, again using specific URIs, to download individual tracks in their raw g.711 or g.729 format, unmixed and unpackaged. The
transport is HTTP 1.1 Chunked, which leaves it up to the client to reconstitute and package the media into whatever format best meets its
requirements.
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Codecs Supported
Cisco MediaSense can accept audio in g.711 ulaw/alaw or g.729a/b, and video in h.264. Note that off-the-shelf streaming media players
typically do not support g.729 codecs.
Unified CM does not negotiate codecs with Cisco MediaSense. It first negotiates codecs among the conversation endpoints, and only then
initiates a connection to Cisco MediaSense, informing Cisco MediaSense at that time what codec has been selected. If the selected codec is
not one that Cisco MediaSense supports, the call will not be recorded. Therefore, for all phones that need to be recorded, it is important to
configure them such that only one of the codecs supported by Cisco MediaSense will be selected.
Some of the newer Cisco IP phones support g.722, and for those phones Unified CM prefers to negotiate the g.722 codec if at all possible.
However, since Cisco MediaSense does not yet accept g.722, it must be disabled for recording enabled devices in Unified CM's service
parameter settings.

Metadata Database and the Cisco MediaSense API
Cisco MediaSense maintains a database containing a great deal of information about recorded sessions. The database is stored redundantly
on the Primary and Secondary servers. The data includes, among other things:
Various track, participant, call and session identifiers
Time stamps and durations
Real time session state
URIs for streaming and downloading in various formats
Server address where recorded files are stored

Session Tags
Along with the above information, Cisco MediaSense also stores tags with each session. Tags are brief, arbitrary text strings that a client can
specify and associate to individual sessions using the Web 2.0 APIs, and optionally to specific time offsets within those sessions. Timed
session tags are useful for identifying points in time when something happened, such as when a caller became irate or an agent gave
erroneous information. Untimed session tags may be used to attach application-level data such as a contact center agent ID, or to mark or
categorize some sessions with respect to other sessions. Cisco MediaSense itself also uses the tagging facility to mark when certain actions
occurred, such as pause and resume.

Cisco MediaSense API
The Cisco MediaSense API offers a number of methods to search and retrieve information in the metadata database. Suitably authenticated
clients may perform simple lookups, such as finding all sessions which have been deleted by the automatic pruning mechanism, or all
sessions which are tagged with a certain string. The API also supports much more complex queries, as well as a sorting and paging scheme
by which only a selected subset of the result set will be returned.
The API provides access to a number of other Cisco MediaSense functions as well. Clients can use the API to subscribe for events, to
manage disk storage, to manipulate recording sessions which are in progress, and to invoke operations such as conversion to .mp4. Lengthy
operations are supported as well through a remote batch job control facility. The API is described in detail in the Cisco MediaSense Developer
Guide.
Cisco MediaSense API interactions are conducted entirely over HTTPS, and require that clients be authenticated. Depending on the type of
request, clients will use either POST or GET methods. Response bodies are always delivered in JSON format.
API requests may be addressed to either the Primary or the Secondary server, though the client needs to authenticate to each server
separately, and to provide the HTTP session identifier which was obtained from the server being addressed.

Events
The Cisco MediaSense eventing mechanism is designed to provide server-based clients with immediate notification when actions of interest to
them take place. The following types of events are supported:
Session Events - when recording sessions are started, ended, updated, deleted or pruned
Tag Events - when tags are attached to or removed from recorded sessions
Storage Threshold Events - when disk space occupancy rises above or falls below certain preconfigured thresholds
Session events provide all of the critical information about a session given its current state, which a client could use to offer various interesting
and powerful applications. A client could for example, use the URIs provided in these events in order to offer monitoring and control buttons to
an auditor or contact center supervisor. It might also implement a form of selective recording (as opposed to compliance recording), by
deleting sessions which it decides did not need to be recorded.
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Tag events might be used as a form of inter-client communication: when a session is tagged by one client, all other subscribed clients hear
about it.
Storage Threshold events are useful in allowing a server-based client application to manage disk usage. The client would typically subscribe
for these events, and selectively delete older recordings when necessary, according to its own rules. For example, during the normal course of
operations, the client might use the tagging facility to mark selected sessions for retention, and then when a threshold event is received, delete
all sessions older than a certain date, but skipping over those that have been tagged for retention.
Events are populated with JSON formatted payloads, and delivered to clients using a Symmetric Web Services protocol (SWS), which is
essentially a predefined set of HTTP requests sent from Cisco MediaSense to the client (note that HTTPS is not currently supported for
eventing). When a client subscribes, it provides a URL to which Cisco MediaSense will address its events. Subscriptions are not specific to
any particular category of events; all subscribed clients receive all events. Any number of clients may subscribe, and clients may even
subscribe on behalf of other recipients (i.e., the subscribing client may specify a host other than itself as the event recipient). The only
restriction is that there cannot be more than one subscription to the same URL.
When both a Primary and a Secondary server are deployed, each event is generated on one server or the other, but not both. This has
implications for high availability which will be discussed below; for now suffice it to say that customers must choose one of two modes of event
delivery – one which favors reliability, and one which favors convenience.

Disk Space Management
As on any recording device, disk space is a critical resource. Cisco MediaSense provides a number of features designed to meet various,
sometimes conflicting space management needs.
At a high level, two space management operating modes are available, to be selected once per deployment:
Recording Priority
Retention Priority
Recording Priority mode is designed for customers who would rather lose an old recording than miss a new one. In this mode, Cisco
MediaSense automatically prunes recordings which age beyond a configurable number of days, or when the percentage of available disk
space falls to dangerous levels. Retention Priority mode focuses on media retention. In this mode Cisco MediaSense will not automatically
prune recordings for any reason. In either mode, Cisco MediaSense will stop accepting new calls if necessary in order to protect the space
remaining for calls which are currently in progress. Affected calls will be automatically redirected to another Cisco MediaSense recording
server if one is available.
The algorithms are as follows:
Retention Priority behavior
No automatic pruning takes place
When a node enters warning condition (75%) an alarm will be raised
When a node enters critical condition (90%) it will redirect new calls
When a node enters emergency condition (99%) it will drop active recordings
When a node exits critical condition (drops below 87%) it will start taking new calls
Recording Priority behavior
Automatic age-based pruning is in effect: recordings older than a configurable number of days are automatically pruned
When a node enters warning condition (75%) an alarm will be raised
When a node reaches critical condition (95%) older recordings (even if younger than the age threshold) will be pruned to make room
for new ones
When node enters emergency condition (99% it will redirect new calls
When a node exits the critical condition (drops below 87%) it will start taking new calls
Any automatic pruning applies only to raw recording files. Converted .mp4 recordings, as well as any metadata associated with pruned
recordings, should be deleted explicitly.
For this and other reasons, clients have the option of managing disk usage directly, and in fact must do so under Retention Priority mode.
Cisco MediaSense therefore takes progressively more aggressive action when storage levels reach successively more dangerous levels, but
as each stage is entered or exited, it publishes an event to subscribed clients. These events inform the client when space management
actions are necessary, and the Cisco MediaSense API offers a number of ways in which the client can choose which recordings should be
deleted, including an option to issue a customized bulk delete operation which is then carried out without client involvement.
The ability to explicitly delete old recorded sessions is not limited to automatic operations performed by a server based client. A customer may
wish to take a completely manual approach, designing a web page which fetches and displays appropriate meta-information about older
recordings, and allows an administrator to selectively delete those which he considers to be expendable. This web page would use the same
API as the server-based client would use.

System Resiliency and Overload Protection
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Cisco MediaSense keeps track of a number of measurements and statistics about its own performance, and raises alarms when certain
thresholds are exceeded. The system also limits the number of simultaneous API requests that it will process, simultaneous recordings that it
will accept, and the percentage of disk usage it will allow. When these limits are exceeded, Cisco MediaSense rejects new incoming recording
requests, causing Unified CM to deliver the call to another recording server if one is available.

Deployment Models
Server Models Supported
Cisco MediaSense may only be deployed on top of a VMWare hypervisor, which must be running on a Cisco C-series server, with directly
attached hard disk drives (see the Compatibility Matrix below for versions and model numbers). SAN drives are not supported at this time.
When ordering these servers, be sure to include battery backed cache. The RAID controllers in the C-Series have an optional battery backup
for the write cache. If the battery backup is not present or not operational, the write cache is disabled on these controllers. When the write
cache is disabled, write throughput is significantly reduced.

Server Types
Cisco MediaSense is deployed on up to three servers depending on the capacity and degree of redundancy required. (For the purposes of this
discussion, "server" refers to a virtual machine, not necessarily a physical machine.) There are three types of servers:
Primary: Supports all database operations as well as media operations.
Secondary: Provides high-availability for the database. Also supports all database operations as well as media operations.
Expansion: Provides additional capacity for media operations, but not for database operations.
Only the Primary server is required, and indeed a small lab setup would likely consist of only that server. The following diagram depicts this
deployment model:

Customers who require database redundancy would then deploy a Secondary server as well, as shown below:
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If additional recording capacity is required, Expansion servers would be deployed, as follows:

All servers are deployed on the same hardware and virtual machine, and all are provided with the same installed software. They differ only in
function. The Primary server is always the first server to be installed, and is identified as such during the installation process. Secondary and
Expansion servers are identified during the initial configuration process, after installation has completed.
Each server adds both simultaneous activity capacity – the ability to perform more parallel recording, monitoring and playback activities – and
storage capacity. Recordings are always stored on the disks which are attached to the server which initially captured the media.
Note that it is possible to omit the Secondary server, and even deploy an Expansion server in its place. However, there is little recording
capacity to be gained in forgoing database redundancy.

Very Large Deployments
Customers who require capacity which exceeds that of a single Cisco MediaSense cluster must deploy multiple independent MediaSense
clusters. The phones should be partitioned among MediaSense clusters, such that any given phone will be recorded by one specific
MediaSense cluster; its recordings will never be captured by a server in another cluster.

Virtual Machine Configuration
Cisco provides several .ova virtual machine template files for your use, specifying the recommended VMWare virtual machine configurations
in this release for Cisco MediaSense servers. These templates specify, among other things, an 8GB memory footprint, and a requirement for 7
of the 8 available CPUs on a C210M2 server (the 8th CPU is dedicated to VMWare). Only one virtual machine is allowed per C210M2 server.
The templates also specify the appropriate amount of storage space to house the software and the database, but they do not specify the
recording media storage. Media storage should be provisioned after the template has been applied, but before the Cisco MediaSense
software is installed. Cisco MediaSense supports up to 4 TB of media storage per node at the VM level. Each virtual disk may contain up to 2
TB.
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Note: After Cisco MediaSense software installation it is not possible to add storage or change any storage-related settings. Be sure to perform
a thorough analysis of all storage requirements prior to installation.

Storage Alternatives
Currently, the only storage alternatives supported are those physically attached disks which are available with the C210M2 server. Up to 4TB
of disk space can be used, and SAN drives are not supported in this release.

Geographical Specifications
All Cisco MediaSense servers must be in a single campus network. A campus network is defined as a network in which the maximum
round-trip delay between any pair of Cisco MediaSense servers is less than 2 milliseconds. (Some Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs) may
fit this definition as well.) Media forking phones, however, may be connected over a WAN. Some or all of the nodes in the Unified CM cluster
may also communicate over a WAN with the Cisco MediaSense servers, but it should be expected that affected calls may evidence additional
clipping at the beginning of recordings, due to the round trip delays. API and administrator sign-in times may also be delayed if the Unified
CM server which hosts the AXL authentication service is located over a WAN.

High Availability
Cisco MediaSense implements a redundant, highly available architecture. Under normal operation, all deployed servers are always fully
active. The following sections describe various aspects of this design.

Recording Server Redundancy - New Recordings
As mentioned elsewhere, a Cisco MediaSense cluster may contain up to 3 servers, each capable of recording up to a specific number of
simultaneous calls. Unified CM should be configured such that it sends recordings to each server in succession, in round robin fashion. This
ensures that recording servers are fully equal to each other in terms of preference, and avoids situations in which one server receives the bulk
of calls, and therefore causes a disproportionate amount of impact in case it fails.
At the same time, Cisco MediaSense recording servers also attempt to distribute the load as evenly as possible among themselves. Each
server automatically redirects incoming Invites to other servers as necessary so that all servers receive a more or less equal number of
recordings. The algorithm used is aware of the state of all recording servers within the cluster and will not direct recordings to failed servers. It
also ensures that the two media streams associated with a given call are recorded on the same server.
If any recording server is down or its network is disconnected, it cannot respond to Unified CM's SIP Invite. Unified CM's usual SIP processing
in this case is to deliver the Invite to the next server in the list, thereby also implementing a form of redundancy. However, Unified CM must
wait for a timeout to expire before determining that it must try another node. The SIP specification actually envisions it trying the same node
several times, with progressively growing timeouts, before determining that the targeted server is unavailable. Since Unified CM only involves
recording servers after the primary media path has already been established, such operations can clearly take much too long for the resulting
recording to be useful. Unified CM in fact sets a time limit beyond which, if the recording hasn't begun, it will stop trying. The net result is that if
Unified CM selects a recording server which is not responding, the call in question will most likely not be recorded.
To reduce the likelihood of losing recordings due to a recording server failure, Cisco MediaSense and Unified CM also support a facility known
as "SIP Options Ping". This allows Unified CM to periodically probe each recording server to make sure it is up and running, without having to
do so while a conversation is literally waiting to be recorded. Once Unified CM is aware that a given Cisco MediaSense server is not running, it
will skip that server as it traverses its round robin list of recording servers, thereby distributing the incoming load across the remaining servers.
The Cisco MediaSense Installation and Configuration Guide contains instructions for configuring the SIP Options Ping facility as well as other
Unified CM SIP parameters.
On the other hand, if they are at all able to do so, recording servers which are unable to accept calls due to low disk space or other conditions
will actively redirect SIP Invites onto alternative servers. There is very little penalty in terms of delayed start of the recording.
Finally, from a sizing perspective, be sure to provision enough recording ports so that if one server fails, you still have enough capacity to
capture all the expected concurrent calls. Similarly, the amount of storage space available for recording session retention will also be
impacted.

Recording Server Redundancy - Recordings in Progress
If a recording server fails, all calls which are currently being captured on that server are changed from an ACTIVE state to an ERROR state,
and the contents are discarded. Note that the detection of such failed calls, and therefore the state change, may not occur for some time, on
the order of an hour or two.
There is currently no ability to continue in-progress recordings on an alternate server.

Recording Server Redundancy - Saved Recordings
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After a recording is completed, Cisco MediaSense retains that recording on the same server which captured it. If that server goes out of
service, then none of its recordings will be available for playback, conversion, or download during that period, even though information about
them can still be found in the metadata.

Metadata Database Redundancy
The Primary and Secondary servers (which we will call the "metadata servers" in this section) each maintain a database for metadata and
configuration data. They also each implement the Cisco MediaSense API, including the ability to publish events to subscribed clients. Once
deployed, the two metadata servers are fully symmetric: the databases are fully replicated such that writing to either one causes the other to
be updated as well. Clients may also address their HTTP API requests to either server, and use the alternate server as a fallback in case of
failure.
If either the Primary or Secondary does fail, then the surviving server remains available for use. Once the failed server returns to service, the
data replication mechanism automatically begins its catch-up operation without any user intervention required. Depending on the duration of
the outage and the amount of churn during the outage, this could take some time, during which some irregularities and inconsistencies
between the two servers may be noticed. It is therefore not advisable to use the recovering server until the catch-up operation has completed,
a state which can be determined manually via CLI commands. Also, there is a limit to how much data can be transferred in this way, and
there is no easy way to determine the amount of time which can pass before that limit is reached. If at all possible, keep server outages to
within 24-hours in duration.
The eventing mechanism also deserves some discussion. An event is generated by one metadata server as a result of an action which took
place on that server. It is not generated by both metadata servers. For example, if a recording server begins a recording, it initiates a session
record in one of the metadata servers. Though the database update is shared with its peer, only that one metadata server generates the
event. This holds true for all types of events, from recording session events to disk storage threshold events.
A client cannot know ahead of time which server will generate the events it is interested in. Each client must therefore subscribe to both
metadata servers in order to be sure it receives all events (the two subscriptions may designate the same target URI, however, which does
simplify things somewhat).
As a convenience, Cisco MediaSense provides the ability for each metadata server to itself subscribe to events which are generated by the
other, and forward them to subscribers almost as if they had been generated locally (a flag is included in the event body which identifies such
forwarded events). This capability can be enabled in the Cisco MediaSense Administration facility. If enabled, a client need only subscribe to
one metadata server or the other. That said, doing so may sacrifice reliability. If the client's chosen metadata server goes down, the client
must quickly subscribe to the alternate server in order to avoid any missed events. There is obviously a risk there; however the risk is not
small considering that there is no reliable way for the client to detect such a loss without periodically issuing subscription verification requests.

Backup and Restore
As with most Cisco Unified Communications products, Cisco MediaSense provides a cluster-wide backup and restore capability. The backup
includes the entire metadata database; however it does not include any of the media files. Customers are encouraged to use VM-level
backups in order to achieve full protection; however use of VMWare's snapshot restore capability is not currently supported. If selective
preservation of media files is all that is required, then those files can be converted to .mp4 and downloaded to a separate server for backup.

Network Redundancy
Network redundancy capabilities such as NIC Teaming may be provided at the hardware level, and are managed by the hypervisor. Cisco
MediaSense itself plays no role in network redundancy, and is completely unaware of it.

Security
User Administration and Authentication
Cisco MediaSense makes use of Unified CM's user administration. Any users configured as End Users in Unified CM may be selectively
enabled as Cisco MediaSense API users, and once signed in any such user can access all API functions. Unified CM's AXL service is used
for authentication. There is only one Cisco MediaSense administration and serviceability user however, whose credentials are configured
during installation. Cisco MediaSense does not currently offer support for multiple roles and authorization.
Cisco MediaSense API and Events
Cisco MediaSense API interactions are conducted entirely over secure HTTPS. All API requests must be issued under the auspices of an
authenticated session, denoted through a JSESSIONID header parameter. Authentication is accomplished through a special sign-in API
request; user IDs and passwords are configured through the Cisco MediaSense Administration web pages. However, SWS events may only
be delivered to clients using HTTP; HTTPS is not currently supported for eventing. By default, Cisco MediaSense uses self-signed certificates;
however customers may install their own certificates if desired.
Internal Intracluster Communication
For their own purposes, various components in a Cisco MediaSense cluster communicate with each other over unencrypted HTTP. The
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specifications for these interactions are not publicly documented, but they nevertheless cannot be considered to be secure.
URIs
A number of session- and track-specific URIs may be associated with each recorded session. These URIs are not secure, however. Once any
client knows the URI, it does not need to be authenticated in order to use it. This leaves open the possibility of URIs being transmitted
insecurely by people and equipment which are out of Cisco MediaSense's control, and then used inappropriately.
Media
Media encryption is currently not supported. Media is not stored on disk in any encrypted form, nor is it transmitted as Secure RTP (sRTP).

Reporting
Unified CM does not offer a direct reporting interface for historical data, nor does it offer SQL access into its schema. However, most historical
information is available via the Unified CM API query interface, and is thereby suitable for both browser-based and server-based client use.
The information available in Cisco MediaSense's metadata database is limited to a) that which is provided in Unified CM's SIP Invite; b) tags
which are inserted by client applications; and c) information which is generated within Cisco MediaSense itself. However, these records can
be correlated with Unified CM Call Data Records using shared keys, and from there they be further correlated with call information in other
systems such as Unified Contact Center Enterprise.

Serviceability and Administration
Cisco MediaSense offers a web-based user interface for administrative activities such as adding and configuring Cisco MediaSense servers,
managing users, checking and configuring storage management parameters, and so forth.
It also provides a number of entry points to support system serviceability functions, covering all the functions necessary to service the product.
Cisco MediaSense offers most of these functions through the Real Time Monitoring Tool (RTMT), which is similar to Unified CM and other
Cisco voice products. RTMT is a thick client which can be downloaded onto any Microsoft Windows system (other operating systems are not
supported) from the Cisco MediaSense serviceability web pages. It provides the following capabilities:
Collecting log files of specific types and specific time periods from some or all Cisco MediaSense servers. Remote log browsing is
also available so that logs can be viewed without having to download them
Displaying Alerts, including the current set of System Conditions. System Conditions are service impacting conditions, such as
temporary or permanent outage of a server or critical subsystem, an overload condition, or loss of connectivity to a dependent server.
Events which raise or clear System Conditions may also be sent to a SYSLOG server, or trigger proactive notifications to be sent by
email.
Displaying and graphing a large array of both system and application level counters, statistics, and performance measurements.
RTMT also allows thresholds to be configured for these values; crossing such a threshold creates an entry on the Alerts screen. As
with System Conditions, these alerts may also be sent to a SYSLOG server, or trigger proactive notifications to be sent by email.
Separate from RTMT, Cisco MediaSense provides a specialized browser-based Serviceability User Interface which provide administrators
with the following capabilities:
Starting, stopping, activating and deactivating individual services;
Selecting the level and type of information which gets written to log files;
Accessing other Cisco MediaSense nodes in the cluster; and
Downloading RTMT for Windows
Finally, Cisco MediaSense supports a command line interface (CLI) for many additional service functions. Administrators of the Unified CM will
already be familiar with most of these functions.
Note that SNMP is not supported at this time.

Best Practices
This section describes some best practices for consideration when preparing a Cisco MediaSense deployment.

Proactive Storage Management
As mentioned elsewhere in this document, Cisco MediaSense offers both Retention Priority and Recording Priority storage retention modes.
Under Retention Priority, clients are required to manage the space available for recordings, because the system will not perform any automatic
pruning. Under Recording Priority, clients are not required to manage space explicitly. However, as a best practice, some amount of proactive
management is recommended. Specifically:
When sessions are pruned, the metadata associated with those sessions remains in the database, though they are marked as
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"pruned". This metadata does not take a large amount of storage space compared to the recordings themselves, but it does take
some, and over time it will grow unbounded if not periodically cleaned up. These pruned records generate other unnecessary
overhead as well, such as data sorting, searching and filtering resources within both the database and the API client. Once these
records are no longer needed, they should be periodically removed.
Also, converted .mp4 files are not automatically removed. Clients should generally contrive to delete them once they have been
offloaded to long term storage, or their retention is otherwise no longer required.
To aid in both of these activities, clients may periodically issue an API request for pruned sessions, and explicitly delete those it no
longer needs.
These session management activities should be invoked using the Cisco MediaSense API; details can be found in the Cisco MediaSense
Developer Guide. If these activities are going to be performed regularly, it is advisable to schedule them for low usage periods in order to
minimize possible impact on normal operations.

Codec Configuration for Phones
Configure phones to negotiate g.711 or g.729 only. Some of the newer Cisco IP phones support g.722, and for those phones Unified CM
prefers to negotiate the g.722 codec if at all possible. However, since Cisco MediaSense does not yet accept g.722, it must be disabled for
recording enabled devices in Unified CM's service parameter settings.

Using Scalable Queries
Cisco MediaSense offers an API for searching the metadata in a very flexible manner. While many queries will execute with little or no impact
on the normal operation of the Cisco MediaSense servers, it is possible to formulate queries that have a significant impact. Cisco MediaSense
limits the number of simultaneous queries it will process, but does not consider the relative cost of each individual query. Customers who use
the query APIs should therefore read and adhere to the guidelines for writing scalable queries, which can be found in the Cisco MediaSense
Developer Guide.

Alarm Monitoring
Various situations which require administrator attention cause alarms to be raised in the form of System Conditions. These can be observed in
the system logs, as well as in RTMT's alarms page. Cisco MediaSense does not currently support SNMP alarms, but RTMT can be configured
to do so. Cisco recommends that customers actively monitor Cisco MediaSense by either watching these alarm notices, or dedicating an
inexpensive Windows-based system for forwarding alarms to an SNMP management console.

Solution Environment
The following diagram depicts the Cisco MediaSense solution environment:
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Though this diagram shows only one Cisco MediaSense server and one Unified CM server, each should be considered as a cluster of such
servers. That is, one cluster of Cisco MediaSense servers interacts with one cluster of Unified CM servers. From a Unified CM perspective,
there is no concept of a hierarchy of recording servers. SIP Trunks should be configured to point to all Cisco MediaSense servers.
For compliance recording applications, call recordings are initiated via a SIP Invite from Unified CM to Cisco MediaSense, once the initial call
has been established between two parties. Inbound blog recordings are initiated in a similar way: a SIP Invite is sent from Unified CM to Cisco
MediaSense. Outbound blog recordings are initiated via an API request to Cisco MediaSense, which triggers an outbound SIP Invite from
Cisco MediaSense to Unified CM. The processing of the Invite results in one or more RTP media streams being established between the
phone being recorded and Cisco MediaSense. These call flows are depicted in the following figures (Note: these figures are illustrative only
and are not intended to show the detailed message flow.)
Compliance
Recording
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Inbound
Blogging

Outbound
Blogging

Live monitoring is accomplished when a workstation running a streaming media player sends an RTSP:// URI to Cisco MediaSense,
specifying a "live" media address; the RTP media stream is then established between Cisco MediaSense and the player. This stream is
actually a copy of one of the streams that Cisco MediaSense is receiving from the phone. The media does not come from the disk.
Playback is initiated when a workstation running a streaming media player sends an RTSP:// URI to Cisco MediaSense, specifying an
"archive" media address. The resulting media stream between Cisco MediaSense and the player is read from the disk.
Live monitoring and playback callflows are illustrated below. (Again, these figures are illustrative only and are not intended to show the
detailed message flow.)
Live
Monitoring

Playback

The Cisco MediaSense API is accessed from either a server-based or a browser-based client. Server-based clients may subscribe for
asynchronous events as well.
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Compatibility Matrix
Platforms
Servers

Cisco server model C210M2, with directly attached hard disk drives of up to 4TB capacity

Hypervisor

VMWare ESXi version 4.0, or 4.1 with LRO disabled

Note that a hypervisor his required. Cisco MediaSense is not designed to run on bare metal hardware.
Applications
The only application version which Cisco MediaSense depends on, even in complex Contact Center deployments, is Unified CM.
Application

Releases Supported

Unified CM

8.5, 8.0 with caveats below

Unified CM Release 8.0 is supported, with the following caveats:
The metadata does not include extension, device and xRefci fields for the far end device (the device which is not the forking device),
or the isConference flag
If the far end of a call is transferred or conferenced, there is no Update event, and the metadata will not reflect the change in
participants
SIP OPTIONS PING is not implemented in Unified CM. This could result in a substantial number of missed recordings if one Cisco
MediaSense server fails.
As a result, Cisco does not recommend use of Cisco MediaSense with Unified CM Release 8.0 in production environments.
Phones
All Cisco phones which support media forking and/or video features are supported. Following is a partial list of those devices.
Endpoint
Category

Models

Hard Phones

7906, 7911, 7921, 7925, 7941, 7942, 7945, 7961, 7962, 7965, 7970, 7971, 7975
An up to date list may be found under "Unified CM Silent Monitoring and Recording Device Support" at
http://developer.cisco.com/web/sip/wikidocs

Soft Phones

Cisco IP Communicator (CIPC) v7.0(1) or later

Video

9971, 9951 and 7985, plus any audio phone when paired with Cisco Unified Video Advantage (CUVA). A complete list may
be found at http://www.cisco.com/go/cuva.

Configuration Requirements for Other Solution Components
Unified CM
Unified CM must be configured appropriately to direct recordings to the Cisco MediaSense recording servers. This includes configuring a
Recording Profile, as well as various SIP parameters. Note that for Cisco MediaSense, SIP over UDP is not supported.
Also, since Cisco MediaSense uses AXL to authenticate users, Unified CM's AXL service must be enabled on at least one of its nodes.
Detailed instructions are available in the Installation and Administration Guide.

Streaming Media Players
Cisco MediaSense has been tested with the following off-the-shelf media players:
VLC version 1.0.5 only
QuickTime
RealPlayer
Note that none of these players support g.729. A custom media player is required in order to play media which has is encoded using that
codec.
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SIP Proxy Servers
Cisco MediaSense is not currently supported with SIP Proxy Servers situated between its recording servers and the Unified CM servers.

Cisco Unified Session Manager Edition
In Cisco Unified Session Manager Edition (CUSME) deployments, Cisco MediaSense may only be placed at the "leaf" Unified CM cluster
level. It is not currently supported at the centralized CUSME level. This means that each leaf cluster requires its own Cisco MediaSense
cluster.

Contact Center Environments
Cisco MediaSense does not explicitly interact with or support Unified Contact Center Enterprise (UCCE) or Unified Contact Center
Express (UCCX). The recording functions which are available with these products' Agent/Supervisor Desktop clients utilize different
mechanisms for initiating and capturing recordings and require their own established recording solutions.
For supervisor whisper feature, Cisco MediaSense does not record the whisper call between agent and supervisor. This is because
the build-in-bridge doesn't fork the whisper call. The only way to record the whisper call will be to enable supervisor's phone with
forking feature.

Scalability and Sizing
Performance
Each Cisco MediaSense server is capable of recording 300 media streams simultaneously (150 calls), at a sustained busy hour call arrival
rate of 2 calls per second, on close to 4 terabytes of disk space. Essentially, the number of servers required would simply equal the number
simultaneous streams being recorded divided by 300, or the number of busy hour call arrivals per second divided by 2, or the space required
for retained recording sessions divided by 4 terabytes, whichever is greater, and rounded up.
Other factors which significantly impact performance are the number of streams being monitored as they are being recorded, the number of
playback sessions in progress, the number of sessions being converted to .mp4 format, and the number of Cisco MediaSense API requests in
progress. Cisco has tested most of these factors individually with a full 150-call load, but has not yet characterized the system under various
combinations of these factors. Following is a summary of the results.
With a 150-call, 2 call-per-second load, each node can:
live-monitor of all 300 streams simultaneously;
playback 70 recorded streams simultaneously (35 calls)
process 10 concurrent API calls, with a response time under 2 seconds each (complex queries may take longer to execute)
Though Cisco MediaSense prevents more than its maximum number of calls to be recorded concurrently, it does not currently have
corresponding playback capacity enforcement. There is also no enforcement restricting the number of .mp4 conversions that can be
performed concurrently. API requests are limited to 15 at a time, and up to 10 more requests can be queued.

Storage
The amount of storage space required depends on a number of factors, such as the mix of codecs in use, the number of such calls,
the call arrival rate, duration and duty cycle, and the retention period desired. Since most of these parameters are very difficult to estimate, we
will focus here on only the number of recording session hours, and the retention period. Essentially, we will answer these question, "How
much disk space do I need in order to retain h hours of recordings for d days?"
We begin by selecting the codec. We will assume g.711, which requires about 1 megabyte per minute of dual-stream recording. G.729 uses a
variable rate compression, which means that the space requirement depends on the content, which is not predictable. On the other hand, for
estimation purposes it is generally safe to assume that it requires about one eighth the space needed by G.711, or 128 kilobytes per minute of
dual-stream recording. H.264 video is even less predictable; not only does it use a variable rate compression, but it also depends on video
resolution, screen dimensions, and a number of other factors. This is best evaluated empirically.
Given g.711 then, we have a rate of 1MB per minute, or 60MB per hour. 4TB of disk space therefore can store about 70,000 hours of
dual-stream recordings. If you have 100 phones which are in active use 80% of the time, 24 hours a day, then you are recording at a rate of
80 hours per hour of elapsed time. That will use up 70,000 hours in 875 hours of elapsed time, or a little over 36 days, after which the oldest
calls will need to be pruned. Therefore, your retention period will be 36 days.
Let's say all of the same parameters apply, except that your business is only open 12 hours per day. That will give you a retention period of 72
days.
If you only have 50 agents, active 12 hours a day, then your retention period rises to 144 days.
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Finally, all of the above assumes 4TB of storage space available. If you deploy 3 Cisco MediaSense servers, each with its maximum storage
allocation, then you have in effect, 12TB available. In that scenario, the retention period for 50 agents at 12 hours per day with an 80% active
usage ratio would be 432 days, or a little over 14 months.
Here is the formula:
Codec bit rate (B) in MB/hour for two streams
Number of phones (P)
Average Usage ratio of each phone (U) in hours per day
o Write Rate (W) = B * P * U, in hours of storage per hour of of elapsed time
Total Storage available across all servers (S) in GB
o Retention (R) in hours = S * 1024 / W

There is one more factor to consider however: conversions into .mp4. If you expect to be converting a significant number of recorded sessions
to .mp4 and leaving them on the server, then you must increase the Write Rate (W) to account for it. In anecdotal trials, .mp4 averaged about
18 MB/hour for dual-channel audio, and about 180 MB/hour for audio+video. (Note that the .mp4 files use AAC, which is another variable rate
encoding, so the actual space used may vary considerably.) If you convert and retain an average of 50% of your recorded sessions for
example, then you must increase the Write Rate by 50% times the .mp4 bit rate in MB/hour, which obviously reduces the retention period.
Thus the Write Rate now becomes:
Proportion (M) of recorded session hours which are converted to .mp4 and retained
.mp4 average bit rate (K) in MB/hour
o Write Rate (W) = (B * P * U) * (1 + K * M)

Bandwidth Provisioning
If Call Admission Control (CAC) is enabled, Unified CM automatically estimates whether there is enough available bandwidth between the
forking device and the recording server so that media quality for either the current recording or for any other media channel along that path is
not impacted. If sufficient bandwidth does not appear to be available, then Unified CM will not record the call; however the call itself does not
get dropped. There is also no alarm raised in this scenario. The only way to determine why a call did not get recorded in this situation is to
examine its logs and CDR records.
It is important to provision enough bandwidth so that this does not happen. In calculating the requirements, the Unified CM administrator
should include enough bandwidth for two two-way media streams, even though the reverse direction of each stream is not actually being
used.
Bandwidth requirements also depend on the codecs in use, and in the case of video, on the frame rate, resolution and dimensions of the
image.
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